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ABSTRACT 
 
Due to certain physical limitations, the task of feeding themselves poses a challenge to some 
individuals.  Feeding devices are available to assist these individuals, but most of the devices are fully 
automated, weigh as much as 28 pounds, and cost thousands of dollars.  Other devices on the market 
are manually controlled, but draw unwanted attention to the user and only allow for certain types of 
eating utensils. 
 
The assistive feeding device for this project is a low cost, light weight, manually operated platform 
device.  The device utilizes a utensil arm with adjustable head grip to hold various styles of utensils.  
It has height adjustable legs and a platform that raises the height of the table surface by six inches for 
the user’s convenience.  When the individual is finished with the device, it can be folded compactly 
by an assistant for ease of storage and transportation. 
 
The process began with the presentation to the MET Department during the fall quarter to discuss the 
needed improvements to an existing assistive feeding device.  Upon receiving approval from the MET 
Department to design a new assistive feeding device, research was conducted using surveys to see 
what functions the new assistive feeding device should have.  The results of the survey were then 
used to produce an engineering characteristics chart, which was used to demonstrate how the results 
of the customer survey would affect the design of the new assistive feeding device. 
 
With the customer desires known and the engineering characteristics determined, three design 
concepts were considered.  The design concept that best met the customer needs was the design 
concept that was engineered, manufactured and assembled for the final design of the assistive feeding 
device. 
 
The designing of the assistive feeding device began with the creation of dimensional drawings of all 
the components during the winter quarter.  This was done using a drafting program called Solid Edge.  
The parts were then redrawn in Solid Works were an analysis of each component could be performed 
to determine if the component would handle the amount of calculated force acting on it.  A design 
freeze on the parts was put into affect in mid-March to give time for the material to be ordered to 
manufacture the device. 
 
With the start of spring quarter came the manufacturing and assembly of the assistive feeding device.  
With the purchased material in hand, each part was manufactured either in the MET lab or sent to a 
manufacturer that specialized in the machining of certain material parts.  During the manufacturing 
stage, some part dimension s were changed in order to ease the manufacturing of components.  New 
drawings were created using the Solid Works software. 
 
With all parts manufactured, the device was assembled and tested to assure that the device met the 
customer needs.  The final prototype of the assistive feeding device was put on demonstration at Tech 
Expo on May 16th, 2007 at the Duke Center where it received rave review from faculty and guests at 
the show. 
 
The device is set to be tested by the individual who presented the need for design improvements on 
his current feeding device for early July. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Some disabled individuals in today’s society are unable to do a simple task like picking up a fork, a 
spoon, or any other type of utensil to feed themselves.  Without the use of an assistive feeding device, 
individuals are forced to rely on an assistant to feed them, which turns eating into a task instead of a 
pleasure.  One such individual is a man named Eric. 
 
Eric has been in a wheelchair all of his life, with little to no use of his arms and legs.  When he was 
younger, his mom had a feeding stand made that would hold either a fork or a spoon.  He would use 
his mouth to hold the eating utensil.  He would then lean over to the plate and get food, place the 
utensil onto the stand, and bump the device with his chin to make it spin around so that he could eat 
the food.  After many years of using this stand, he feels that some changes have to be made to better 
serve his needs and those of others with similar limitations. 
 
The current design is a one-level operation that only accepts certain style silverware without spilling 
food off the utensil.  What the stand needs to better fit Eric’s use is a way of adjusting the height of 
the stand and the mechanism used in grasping the eating utensil to allow for various styles of eating 
utensils.  Another problem Eric faces is that the dish he is eating from sits down low on the table 
surface, forcing him to bend forward to an unnaturally low position to use his current feeding device.  
This position becomes uncomfortable throughout the course of a meal.  The idea of incorporating a 
raised platform with the newly designed feeder stand with the above improvements would meet Eric’s 
needs.  One further step would be to make the entire device able to be folded up for storage, yet easy 
to operate and get into position for his use. 
 
 
ASSISTIVE FEEDING DEVICES 
 
There are assistive feeding devices on the market that are fully automated to assist individuals with 
eating on their own and there are some devices that are manually operated that allow their users to 
feed themselves without the help of an assistant.  Which device to use would be based entirely on the 
users’ physical abilities to operate the device.  With information available about both styles of 
devices, the following information will describe the devices, give advantages and disadvantages of 
both designs, and then provide the design basis for the chosen concept. 
 
 
FULLY AUTOMATED FEEDING DEVICES 
 
Fully automated feeding devices go as far as to scoop food onto an eating utensil and lift the utensil 
up to a level where the users can eat off of it, all without the use of an assistant.  These fully 
automated versions of assisted feeding devices range in price from $3000 to $8000 dollars, and can 
weigh up to as much as 28 lbs [1].  One such fully automated assistive feeding device is the Winsford 
Feeder, seen in Figure 1.  Such a device allows users the ability to feed themselves with limited use of 
an assistant by controlling the device through a chin control or touch pads, depending on the users’ 
abilities. 
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Figure 1 - Winsford Feeding Device 
 

When looking at the Winsford Feeding Device, it is clear to see the advantages of such a device.  It 
has a base that is adjustable, incorporates a platform to help raise the height of the eating surface, and 
scoops the food onto the eating utensil.  The device then lifts the eating utensil up for the users to eat 
off of.  The Winsford uses a cup holder to raise the glass up for the uses, and has the ability of being 
controlled by either a chin controller or push pads.  With a rotating plate for the dish to sit on, and an 
arm used to scoop food onto the eating utensil, the Winsford Feeder is a well adaptive device to 
benefit users at any physical level. 
 
The Winsford does have some disadvantages to it.  The Winsford Feeding Device cost around $3000 
and weighs in at 28 lbs with its carrying case and attachments.  With batteries that need to be charged 
after each use, the device must be handled multiple times between uses.  This is a task that requires an 
assistant.  With electrical components, the Winsford Feeder is not considered dishwasher safe. 
 
Maddack Incorporated developed a fully automated feeding device called the Beeson Automaddack 
Feeder.  The Beeson device weighs in at 22.5 lbs, and has dimensions of 18.5 x 9.5 x 12 inches high 
[2].  The price for the Beeson Automaddack Feeding Device was not given in the article, but it is 
suggested that it should fall in the price range of $3000 to $8000. 
 

Figure 2 - Beeson Automaddack Feeder 
 
The Beeson Automaddack Feeder incorporates a two button operation system that, with the use of a 
head push rod, the operator can spin the plate to get his or her favorite food, or lift the automated 
eating utensil to eat.  Looking at the Beeson Automaddack Feeder in Figure 2, it becomes apparent 
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that the users are going to have a rod sticking off of their head.  This rod, which will be out in front of 
the users, is not guest friendly.  If the users are not careful while operating this device, they may start 
knocking things over while trying to use the device.  The Beeson Automaddack Feeder requires the 
use of head gear for operation by users, so one must be thoughtful when operating this device. 
 
A third fully automated feeding device found was the Assistive Dining Device (ADD) by Network of 
Care, shown in Figure 3.  This device incorporates a computer for operation, with the users using 
push pads to control the device.  Having the ability to clamp on to a table, or wheelchair arm, the 
ADD has a rotating bowl design with a mechanical spoon that literally sits right in front of the users’ 
face [3].  This gives the device a “feeder bag” styling which may not be acceptable for users who 
likes to dine out due to much unwanted attention of having a bowl held to their face to eat from. 
  

Figure 3 - ADD Feeder 
 

The ADD weighs less than 15 lbs., uses multiple mounting clips, and also uses an adjustable arm for 
positioning.  The ADD cost around $8000, and works best for soft foods only.  Looking at the price 
tag of the ADD, users may be discouraged from owning such a device, but that all depends on what 
the users are looking for as far as a freedom of feeding themselves. 
 
 
MANUALLY CONTROLLED FEEDING DEVICES 
  
Some devices on the market are manually operated devices that are economically priced.  Such 
devices offer users the ability to feed themselves with limited need of an assistant.  One of these 
devices is The Eatery by Maddack Incorporated, shown below in Figure 4.  The Eatery is simply a 
raised base that has adjustable legs, and a dish with three compartments to separate foods.  Each 
compartment has a feeding extension where users, using a head device with a rod and spoon, can pull 
food into the eating extension of the tray and then eat the food from there [2].  The device is 
dishwasher safe, and made of plastic.  The price was not given, but is expected to be well below the 
price range of $3000 to $8000 dollars. 
 
The Eatery has its strong point for being a manually operated device, but the incorporation of the 
head gear device doesn’t make this device something users may want to use if they were dining out.  
A factor to consider with the head gear device is that food will be dripping off the end of the utensil 
while users eat from the trays.  This is something that has to be avoided in future designs. 
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Figure 4 - The Eatery by Maddack Inc. 
 
A different style manual feeding device is the one in use by Eric.  His manual feeding device is a two-
piece design, with a notch cut out of the top piece for the head of the eating utensil to rest in.  The 
device also uses two guides to hold the utensil in place while he spins the device around to eat off the 
utensil.  The top of the device has a rod sticking out of the bottom that fits over a rod attached to the 
bottom piece.  The overall dimensions of the device are 115mm tall by 115mm wide [4].  Being a 
two-piece design, this device is easily portable, and can be tossed into the dishwasher for easy 
cleaning. 

Figure 5 - Views of Eric’s Manual Feeding Device. 
 

Some concerns with this device are that certain style utensils fit into the holder better than others, 
limiting which style of utensils Eric can use with this device.  With the angle of silverware different 
from style to style, the user is faced with food spilling off the back of the utensil onto the holder slot 
due to the slot supporting the bottom of the utensil head.  This prevents Eric from eating foods like 
soups because of the spilling.  This device is not adjustable as far as height is concerned, resulting in 
Eric having to bend forward a great distance to use this device.  
 
 
CUSTOMER SURVEY AND ENGINEERING CHARACTERISTICS 
 
 
CUSTOMER SURVEY AND RESULTS 
 
A customer survey was created for this design concept to get an understanding of what the customer 
wants.  The survey was then distributed to the Occupational Therapy Department at The Drake Center 
for evaluation by therapists, and to Eric.  The survey consisted of two parts, the first being the 
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customers’ importance of desired features and the second being the customers’ satisfaction with 
current market models’ features.  A copy of the customer survey can be found in Appendix B.  
Questions were asked on the following qualities: 
 

• Safe operation of device 
• Durability of device 
• Ease of setting up device 
• Ease of use 
• Adjustability 
• Portability 
• Ease of cleaning 
• Overall Appearance 
• Low Cost 

 
At the completion of the surveys filled out, an average score was determined for each of the 
characteristics listed above. With only seven completed surveys returned, the results, listed in highest 
to lowest average score, were as follows:  Safe operation of device – 5.0, Ease of use – 5.0, Durability 
of design – 4.7, Ease of setting up – 4.3, Adjustability – 4.3, Portability – 4.3, Ease of cleaning – 4.1, 
Low cost – 3.7, and Overall appearance – 2.9. 
  
The results show that the consumer is putting the highest importance on safe operation of the device 
and on ease of use, both with an average score of 5.0.  Durability of design follows with the next 
highest average score of 4.7.  At the bottom of the list was low cost, with an average score of 3.7, and 
overall appearance with 2.9.  What these results show was that the consumer was more concerned 
with the safe operation of the device than with the cost of the device.  This was taken into 
consideration when designing the new assistive feeding device. 
  
For the satisfaction with current market devices, the same approach was taken using customer 
surveys.  The results, listed from highest to lowest average score are as follow:  Safe operation of 
device – 4.3, durability of device – 3.4, Ease of setting up – 3.4, Portability – 3.4, Ease of cleaning – 
3.3, Low cost – 3.1, Overall Appearance – 3.1, Ease of use – 3.0, and Adjustability – 2.9. 
  
The results for customer satisfaction with current market devices shows that the consumers were 
satisfied with the safe operation of current models with a score of 4.3, but the adjustability of the 
current market devices is low with a score of 2.9.  For importance, adjustability scored 4.3.  This 
showed that the need for an assistive feeding device that is adjustable is in a great demand. 
  
Another point of interest are the ease-of-use scores.  For importance, ease of use scored a 5.0, but 
only scored a 3.0 for current market devices satisfaction.  The new design for the assistive feeding 
device must be user friendly according to the customer survey results. 
  
The survey also asked about a price range for the new feeding device.  According to the results from 
the survey, the price range for the device had the highest count at the range of $50-$100 dollars, 
followed by the range of $200-$500 dollars.  This will be a determining factor in the design of the 
new assistive feeding device.  The budget for this device will be discussed later in the report. 
 
 
ENGINEERING CHARACTERISTICS 
 
Using the customer survey results, the engineering characteristics were determined to aide in the 
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design of the new assistive feeding device.  Engineering Characteristics are used by engineers to 
determine what features will be incorporated into a new design.  By determining how the above listed 
qualities were achieved, the engineering characteristics were used to determine where the most 
attention was focused in designing the new assistive feeding device.  A copy of the Engineering 
Characteristics can be found in Appendix C at the end of the report. 
  
According to the results of the engineering characteristics, having a device that uses locking positions 
for safety helped keep the new design safe for operation.  Also, material type was of high importance.  
This was based on the fact that correct material selection resulted in a safer device.  Incorporating a 
foldout design scored high on the engineering characteristics chart, so another characteristic of the 
new design was to have the ability of being folded in half for easy storage. 
 
From the data on the engineering characteristic chart, the planned value for the new feeding device 
design was highest for safe operation of device.  The least amount of focus for the new design was on 
overall appearance, since the importance of value for overall appearance was the lowest. 
  
 
PRODUCT OBJECTIVE 
 
 
PRODUCT OBJECTIVE 
 
Based on the results of the customer survey and the engineering characteristics chart, the assistive 
feeding device design incorporated the following features in its design: 
 

• Locking positions using a latch style mechanism to aid in the safe operation 
of the device. 

• Adjustable legs that lock on the opened device to lift the dish off of the table 
surface for ease in serving the user. 

• Adjustable arm and utensil holder for different styles of utensils. 
• Incorporate linkages to aid in setting the device up from a folded position. 
 

By using light weight material that is durable, the device can be easily cleaned, with the overall 
weight of the device being 7.25 pounds.  Also, the light weight material will help keep the overall 
cost of the device to a minimum versus current models on the market.  The prototype will use simple 
geometric design to aid in the reduction of overall cost, and be portable to go wherever the user wants 
to use the feeding device. 
 
 
PROJECT DESIGN  
 
The initial design of the assistive feeding device went through a few different design concepts 
involving things from material selection to design of features like the legs, the utensil head and even 
the design of how the platform would operate.  Once the design of each feature was complete, a Proof 
of Design Agreement was completed and signed by all parties involved with the design of the 
assistive feeding device.  A copy of the Proof of Design Agreement can be found in Appendix F of 
this report.  
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MATERIAL SELECTION 
 
Three material choices were researched when looking into the construction of the assistive feeding 
device based on the load assumption that will be applied to the device during use.  The three material 
choices were as follow:  stainless steel, aluminum or plastic.  Each material has qualities that make it 
an ideal material to use with the assistive feeding device.   
 
Stainless steel has some desirable properties, the main one being overall strength of the material.  For 
this particular design, material with high strength properties is not really needed.  Some disadvantages 
to stainless steel are overall cost and being difficult to manufacture in regards to a joining process. 
 
Aluminum is another selected material that would prove useful in the manufacturing of the assistive 
feeding device, with its light weight.  However, aluminum is expensive to purchase and is difficult to 
manufacture in a joining process for a one run design.  If multiple assistive feeding devices were to be 
produced, the cost of aluminum would not be a factor in its choice as material for use. 
 
Plastic was a third material that the assistive feeding device could be manufactured with, but like 
aluminum and stainless steel, it is expensive to purchase.  Parts could be produced by making molds 
of the desired parts and then filling the molds with plastic using an injection molding process.  This 
would result in an assistive feeding device that is extremely light weight and durable.   
 
Overall, all three material choices would work for manufacturing the assistive feeding device.  For the 
initial prototype design of the assistive feeding device, the platform halves and the utensil head were 
manufactured out of UHMW plastic because the material was donated to the project.  The legs were 
manufactured out of stainless steel, and the utensil arm, leg brackets, and utensil head guides were 
manufactured out of 6061-T6 aluminum plate and rod all because of their availability. 
 
Due to the small amount of force acting on the overall design of the assistive feeding device, 
determining which material would best work with the design came down to availability.  If the 
assistive feeding device was mass produced, then the selection of material would be based on overall 
cost for the material.  The device could be manufactured entirely out of plastic, out of aluminum, or 
out of stainless steel. 
 
 
LEG DESIGN 
 
For the leg design of the assistive feeding device, the designs looked at were as follow:  four 
independent legs, two ski-style legs, and beach chair-style legs.  For simplicity in adjusting the legs 
for various heights, the beach chair-style was chosen for the assistive feeding device design.  The leg 
design consists of four individual upper legs, two for each side of the device, which are attached to 
the left and right platforms of the device using a leg brace.  The two upper legs on each side are able 
to swing down from the platforms past a 90o angle and rest against stops to aid the device is standing.  
Each upper leg has holes drilled through it in 1” increments that allow a total of three inches of height 
adjustability for the device. 
 
A “U” shaped lower leg slides into the two upper legs that act as the feet of the device.  The lower leg 
has sets of holes drilled in the top of each side that are used in combination with quick-lock buttons 
that allows the lower legs to be adjusted up and down the upper legs for the full 3” of travel.  Design 
drawings of the upper and lower legs can be found in Appendix G of the report.  
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PLATFORM DESIGN 
 
The platform design of the assistive feeding device consists of two halves.  Each half measures 9” 
wide by 12” deep by 1” thick, and has a non-slip coating applied to the top surface to aid in 
preventing dishes from slipping off the device while in use.  The platform halves have connecting tie 
bars that hold the halves together, yet allow the halves to swivel around in a manner that gives the 
device the ability to fold up for storage during transportation. 
 
The left platform half has a storage area which holds the utensil arm during transportation.  The left 
side also has an arm support that acts as a stand support when the utensil arm is in use and as a lock 
while the arm is in the stored position. 
 
There are two ¼ inch pins that aid in keeping the platform halves inline while the feeding device is in 
use.  Both pins slide through one half of the platform base and into the other half for support in a 
manner like that of a slide lock goes into its lock.  Both pins are attached to one half of the platform 
for use.  Due to a sagging issue during assembly, hinges were added to the design to help bring the 
platform halves to a more level position.  These hinges also help in keeping the halves aligned when 
the device is folded for storage.  Design drawings can be found n Appendix G for the left and right 
halves, the arm support, the tie bars and the support pins. 
 
 
UTENSIL HEAD AND ARM DESIGN 
 
The utensil head is a free floating piece on the assistive feeding device that holds a utensil for users to 
use.  The head is approximately 3” wide by 2” deep by approximately ½” tall, and has a magnet 
attached in it to secure the utensil to the head.  The head also incorporates two guides that assist in 
keeping the utensil centered when spinning the head around to eat.  The guides are adjustable in order 
to allow the use of various styles utensils with multiple width necks.  The utensil head sets freely atop 
the utensil arm for use by fitting a machined head of ¼” diameter into a hole in the bottom of the 
utensil arm. 
 
The utensil arm is a rod that attaches to the left platform base via a spring pin.  The arm is able to 
swivel up and lock into the left platform base for use, or swivel down in a locked position for storage 
during transportation.  The utensil arm is approximately 4” in height, and ½” in diameter with a ¼” 
machined tip at the top end of it for the utensil head to sit on during use by the users.  Design 
drawings of the utensil head, utensil guides, and arm can be found in Appendix G of the report. 
 
 
ASSEMBLY DESIGN 
 
The idea behind the assembly design of the assistive feeding device is that it is easy to use and be able 
to be folded up into a smaller version for transporting.  For the operational assembly of the feeding 
device seen in Figure 6 below, the two platform halves are moved into position to where the support 
pins can engage both platform halves.  The legs are then folded down against the stops for the device 
to stand on.  The legs are adjusted to their desired height by pushing the quick-lock buttons in and 
sliding the lower legs down the upper legs to the desired location.  The utensil arm is then folded up 
and locked into position and the utensil head is placed on top of the utensil arm.  The utensil guides 
are adjusted to fit the available utensils to be used. 
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Figure 6 - Final Assembly:  Operational 

 
 
When the assistive feeding device is in use, the support pins experience a double shear force.  The 
amount of force acting on the device is determined by the weight of the plate and food going onto the 
device.  In the event the assistive feeding device is used for other applications, such as holding a 
laptop computer, the amount of weight of whatever is sitting on the device has to be determined so 
that the device will not buckle and fail while in use.  For this calculation, the average weight of a 
laptop computer was found; which was found to be approximately seven pounds.   
 
Since this device is being used by an individual for use, a factor of safety has to be used when 
determining the operational force allowed on the device.  According to Robert L. Mott’s Applied 
Strength of Material, 4th

σ

 Ed., the factor of safety for a device in static load is N = 2.  For the assistive 
feeding device, a factor of safety of N = 3 was used [5].  The reasoning behind this is to show the type 
of force the assistive feeding device can support.  This would make the total force acting on the 
assistive feeding device to be 3*7 pounds (the weight of a laptop computer) to equal 21 pounds acting 
downward in the assistive feeding device, if the device was being used to support a laptop computer.  
To find the direct shear force acting on the support pins, the following calculation was performed: 
 

design = Yield Strength / (2*Factor of Safety) 
 

The yield strength for 6061-T6 aluminum rod is approximately 41,000 psi, and the factor of safety is 
N=3.  The σdesign = 6833.33 / (2*3) to get a σdesign = 1138.89 psi per support pin.  The 
maximum shear force acting on each support pin is calculated using the following equation: 

 
σmax

The area of a support pin is found by using the equation of A = πr

 = (4*Force acting on pin) / (3*Area of pin) 
 

2.  The area of a support pin 
is calculated to be A = π*(0.25”/2)2 which is A = 0.049 in2.  The force used to calculate the 
σmax was the weight of a laptop computer (7 pounds) times the factor of safety of N=3, so the 
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force is equal to 21 pounds.  Fitting into the equation, σmax = (4*21 pounds) / (3*0.049 in2) to 
get σmax = 571.43 psi for one support pin.  This is more than enough to cover the amount of 
weight that is going to be exerted on the assistive feeding device.  Taking the amount of force 
acting on the assistive feeding device and the maximum shear force acting on each support 
pin into consideration, the force required to make the pins fail if manufactured out of 6061-
T6 aluminum rod would be greater than the user could exert on the device. 
 
Once the forces acting on the assistive feeding device were calculated, the overall design of 
the device was completed.  The overall dimensions of the device when in the operational 
assembly would be 18” wide by 12” deep by a range of 6.5” to 9.5” high to the platform 
surface.  The utensil head, when used, will have a height range of 10.5” to 13.5” high from 
the table surface where the legs sit.  An anti-slip material was applied to the top surface of 
the platform which aides in preventing dishes from slipping off of the device when used.  
The overall weight of the device is dependent on the material used, with the weight of the 
prototype being 7.25 pounds.    
 
 
 

 
Figure 7 - Final Assembly:  Folded 

 
 

The folded assembly of the assistive feeding device, as seen in Figure 7 above, has dimensions of 9” 
wide by 12.5” deep (due to side support nuts) by approximately 3.5” thick.  The utensil head is stored 
in the bottom side of the left platform during transportation using Velcro strips, and the utensil arm is 
simply folded down and locked onto the surface during transportation.  The legs fold underneath and 
between each platform half while in the folded assembly.  Design drawings of the operational and 
folded assemblies can be found in Appendix G of the report. 
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ASSEMBLY MANUFACTURE, BUILD, TIMELINE, AND BUDGET 
 
 
COMPONENT MANUFACTURING 
 
The manufacturing of the components for the assistive feeding device began with purchasing the 
material.  Three blocks of UHMW plastic and 14-gauge sheet steel were donated to the project by 
Intelligrated Conveyor Systems in London, Ohio.  Other material was purchased from McMaster-Carr 
and Lowe’s.  Photographs were not taken during the manufacturing process of the assistive feeding 
device due to technical difficulties with the camera.  Dimensional drawings for the components of the 
assistive feeding device can be found in Appendix H of this report. 
 
With drawings of the left/right platform halves and the utensil head, Beckman Machine Inc. in 
Cincinnati, Ohio machined the parts to specification using a CNC vertical mill.  Beckman Machine 
Inc. was used for this process because of their extensive knowledge of UHMW plastic’s 
characteristics during machining.  The three parts were completed in approximately two business 
days for a cost of $320.00, which was a reduced price for labor because of the nature of the project 
and that the material was provided. 
 
The utensil head required a little reworking to accommodate the magnet that was chosen to assist in 
securing the utensils when in use.  A dremel and routing bit were used to machine out the slot 
required for the magnet to mount into the utensil head.  Super glue was used to secure the magnet to 
the UHMW plastic. 
 
The legs for the assistive feeding device were manufactured using 0.50” and 0.75” square tubing and 
quick-lock buttons.  The 0.50” square tubing was cut to length according to the design drawings.  
Holes were drilled into each leg using a drill press according to the drawing specifications, and then 
MIG-welded with the assistance of Raymond Miller.  Each leg was then checked to see that it met the 
tolerances of the design, and the bottom legs were coated with a rubber-grip material to prevent 
sliding on table surfaces. 
 
The leg supports were manufactured out of 6061-T6 aluminum plate.  Each support was cut in its flat 
pattern; holes were drilled according to the drawing, bent into the desired shape, and then TIG-welded 
to secure the sides of the support. 
 
The utensil guides were manufactured from ½”square 6061-T6 aluminum bar stock that was cut in 
half to make two guides ¼” thick by ½” wide by 1 ¼” long.  The guides then were drilled and tapped 
for a #6-32 screw to attach it to the utensil head, yet allow it to be easily adjusted. 
 
The utensil arm was machined out of ½” diameter 6061-T6 aluminum rod to the required length of 
five inches and diameter of 0.490”, with a ½” long machined head of 0.240” diameter for the utensil 
head to sit upon.  The machined cut in the end of the utensil arm for the spring pin was machined on a 
vertical mill to the required dimensions of the drawings using a milling bit.  Once complete, the 
utensil arm was checked to see that it met design specifications before finally assembly began. 
 
The support pins for the two platform halves was manufactured out of 14 gauge sheet steel, cotter 
pins, and 6061-T6 aluminum rod.  The cotter pins were cut to the required length for the device and 
welded into place.  The aluminum rod was threaded to accept a ¼” – 20 cap nut, and then tested onto 
the platform halves for proper fit.   
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FINAL ASSEMBLY 
 
With all components manufactured, the assembly process was started.  This process started with 
assembling the legs of the feeding device.  The leg supports were positioned onto the platform halves 
to allow proper fit.  Once the legs were positioned correctly, the leg supports were secured to the 
platform halves using #6 – ¼” long screws.  It was observed that the holes machined into the platform 
halves for the mounting of the leg supports were incorrect, so changes were made to the drawing to 
correct this error. 
 
The legs were secured to the leg supports using two ¼” – 20, 1 ¼” long bolts with lock nuts.  Once 
this was complete, the legs were checked to assure proper clearance when folding into the bottom of 
the platform halves so that there was no interference with the leg support mounting screws. 
 
With the legs mounted onto the platform halves, it was time to secure the utensil arm to the left 
platform half.  At this time, it was noted that the cutout for the utensil arm to rest in was machined 
according to the drawings, but a slope would be required in order for the arm to lay flush in the 
cutout.  A ½” drill bit was used to groove the cutout down to a proper slope that would allow the 
utensil arm to rest flush with the surface of the left platform half. 
 
With the slope drilled to a proper angle and checked, the utensil arm was secured to the left platform 
half.  This was secured using a 1/8” diameter spring pin.  The utensil arm was placed into the hole on 
the left platform half with the cutout in an “L” shape facing away from the user.  This allows the arm 
to be lifted up out of the hole and pivot to a position flush with the platform surface. 
 
After securing the utensil arm to the left platform half, the side supports were assembled to the 
platform halves.  This required threading a 6061-T6 aluminum rod, ¼” in diameter, and mounting it 
to the two side guides with the cotter pins welded to them.  It was noted that the guides easily came 
out of the track, so a shorter length 6061-T6 aluminum rod of the same diameter was cut and 
threaded.  This reduced the ease of which the guides came out of the track. 
 
The support pins were made out of 6061-T6 ¼” diameter aluminum rod.  The rod was cut to length 
according to the drawings, and a ½” piece of 1/8” diameter spring pin was mounted into the hole to 
act as a guide.  The rod pieces were then secured to the bottom of the right platform half using slide 
locks that were purchased from a Lowe’s Hardware Store.  The locks were tested for their ease of 
operation, and it was noted at this time that one of the locks was a little tight to operate.  This issue 
resolved itself after a few operations. 
 
With everything assembled to the platform halves, the assistive feeding device was set up for a test 
run.  At this time, it was noted that the two platform halves were sagging in the middle as a result in a 
tolerance issue with the locks and support pins.  It was decided that two hinges would be added to the 
design of the assistive feeding device.  With the two hinges added in the middle of the platform 
halves so that the halves folded with the surfaces on the outside and the legs on the inside, a screw 
was added to each platform half to act as an adjustment to bring the platform halves to level.  The 
assistive feeding device was rechecked to determine if the sagging in the middle had been reconciled, 
which it had. 
 
With the base of the assistive feeding device assembled, the utensil guides were added to the utensil 
head.  The guides were secured to the utensil head using quantity two #6-32 nylon bolts that were 1” 
long each, quantity four nylon washers, and quantity two #6-32 butterfly nuts to allow for ease of 
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adjustability. 
 
With the entire assembly of the assistive feeding device complete, a non-slip coating was secured to 
the platform halves using Velcro.  This would allow the cover to be easily removed to clean, as well 
as to clean the surface of the platform halves off when food spills onto the device.  Pictures of the 
final assembled assistive feeding device can be found in Appendix I of this report. 
 
 
BILL OF MATERIAL 
 
The Bill of Material is a listing of the components required to manufacture the desired assembly.  For 
the assistive feeding device, there are approximately 11 components totaling 21 individual parts in the 
construction.  The components are assembled according to the assembly picture of the operational 
assembly located in Appendix H of this report. 
 

Table 1 – Bill of Material 

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Bill of Material
Component Quantity

1left side platform
right side platformq

leg brace
upper leg
lower leg

support pins
brace bracket
arm support
utensil arm

utensil block
block guides

fasteners

1
4
4
2
2
2
1
1
1
2

misc qty.  
 
 
TIMELINE 
 
The design process was completed with a demonstration of the working model scheduled for May 2nd, 
2007, but this day was delayed due to illness and was finally demonstrated on May 12th, 2007.  The 
final presentation of the device was at Tech Expo on May 16th, 2007.  The Final Oral Presentation for 
the assistive feeding device was presented on May 25th, 2007, with the Final Report scheduled for 
completion by June 4th, 2007.  At that time, three copies of the report will be turned into Dr. Dong. 
Professor Cook, the library and an electronic copy to the MET Department.  A copy of the timeline 
can be found in Appendix D of the report. 
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BUDGET 
 
The current budget for the assistive feeding device is shown in Table 1.  The goal of the budget was 
to be able to project the cost of the assistive feeding device in the prototype stages and then show 
what the actual prototype cost to manufacture and build.  A copy of the budget can be found in 
Appendix E of the report. 
 

Table 2 – Design Budget 

Materials, Components or Labor
Forecasted 

Amount Manual Actual Amount
Material for building:  UHMW plastic, 
sheet steel $200.00 $0.00
Machining cost of UHMW 
components $320.00
6061-T6 aluminum rod, stainless 
steel tubing $50.63
6061-T6 aluminum plate $25.72

Locking fixtures for arm/utensil head $100.00 $2.24
Misc screws/springs/hardware $75.00 $31.41
Total $375.00 $430.00

Budget Percent Error 12.8%  
 
It can be seen in the budget that most of the expense for the device is for material for building and for 
miscellaneous parts/fasteners that were needed to complete the assembly of the feeding device.  This 
budget fell within a 20% window according to the design requirements and parameters set forth at the 
beginning of this design with a budget percentage error of 12.8%.  As seen in the table above, most of 
the cost in the budget was the manufacturing cost of the UHMW plastic components by Beckman 
Machine Inc.  The overall cost for other various materials was about $110.00.  At this cost for 
material, the assistive feeding device could be marketed for approximately $150.00 each.  This price 
is based on material selection and manufacturing costs, so it is subject to change depending on the 
material selection. 
 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
 
SUMMARY 
 
The assistive feeding device is projected to cost around $150.00, weigh 7.25 pounds, and be a 
manually operated platform device.  The device utilizes a utensil arm with adjustable head grip to 
hold various styles of utensils.  It has height adjustable legs and a platform that raises the height of the 
table surface by six inches for the users’ convenience.  When the users have finished with the device, 
it can be folded compactly by an assistant for ease-of-storage and transportation.  Other uses for the 
assistive feeding device would be a stand for the user to sit a laptop computer on.  The device could 
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possibly be used as a foot rest when on an airplane with some minor adjustments to the overall design 
in order to add safety straps to secure the device to the seat. 
 
By presenting the MET Department with the need to improve the design of a current assistive feeding 
device, research began about the many different types of assistive feeding devices on the market.  By 
collecting information from consumers about current market designs, and what they would like to see 
in an assistive feeding device, the design for this assistive feeding device was determined.  The 
designs were then manufactured into a working prototype that received lots of attention at Tech Expo, 
with individuals entering the Expo to see the assistive feeding device because they read about it in the 
local newspaper that morning.  That attention alone has made the assistive feeding device project a 
success. 
 
Future plans for the assistive feeding device would include testing the device with the individual that 
proposed the design improvements to the assistive feeding device.  The logistics of when the 
individual will be in town to test the device has been discussed, with a possible testing date of early 
July. 
 
Other plans for the assistive feeding device is to work with the United Cerebral Palsy organization on 
the possibility of making any required improvements on the prototype design in order to get the 
assistive feeding device into production for other individuals to use.  Also, the completion of a 
provisional patent for the assistive feeding device is underway.  The idea with obtaining a patent for 
the assistive feeding device is to not make money off of the design idea, but to be able to assist other 
people achieve a task that most individuals take for granted. 
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APPENDIX A – CURRENT MARKET DEVICES 
 
 
[1] “North Coast Medical, Winsford Feeder,” [Online Catalog cited on Oct. 1, 2006], Available 
HTTP: http://www.beabletodo.com/Detail.bok?no=5 
 

 
 

 
• Use for individuals with limited 

mobility. 

Good Factors to Consider 

• Incorporates a cup holder. 
• Height adjustable. 
• Spinning dish platform. 

 
 
 

 
• Weight of the device at 28 lbs with 

case. 

Other Factors to Consider 

• $3000.00 price tag. 
• Institutional design of product. 
• Motor sounds associated with 

operation of device.  

http://www.beabletodo.com/Detail.bok?no=5�
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[2] “Maddack, Inc., “Beeson” Automaddack Feeder,” [Online Catalog cited on November 21, 2006], 
Available HTML:  
http://www.cooper.edu/engineering/projects/gateway/me/concurrent/feeders/maddack.html 
 
Beeson Automaddack Feeder 

  
 
Beeson Eatery 
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• Great use for individuals with limited 
upper body movement. 

Good Factors of Device 

• Dish design keeps foods separate. 
• Clamping device mounts to table or 

wheelchair arm.   

• Design gives off a “feed bag” concept. 
Other Factors of Device 

• Noise level with device sitting at 
one’s face.  
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APPENDIX B – CUSTOMER SURVEY 
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APPENDIX C – ENGINEERING CHARACTERISTICS 
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APPENDIX D – PROJECT TIMELINE 
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APPENDIX E – ESTIMATED AND ACTUAL BUDGET 
 

Materials, Components or Labor
Forecasted 

Amount Manual Actual Amount
Material for building:  UHMW plastic, 
sheet steel $200.00 $0.00
Machining cost of UHMW 
components $320.00
6061-T6 aluminum rod, stainless 
steel tubing $50.63
6061-T6 aluminum plate $25.72

Locking fixtures for arm/utensil head $100.00 $2.24
Misc screws/springs/hardware $75.00 $31.41
Total $375.00 $430.00

Budget Percent Error 12.8%  
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APPENDIX F – PROOF OF DESIGN AGREEMENT 
 

Product Proof of Design 
Assistive Feeding Device 

 The following is a list of product objectives and how they will be obtained or measured 
to ensure that the goal of the project was met. The product objectives will focus on a 
manually operated assistive feeding device for handicapped people to use.  This device will 
be functional at the user’s home or in public dining areas. 
 
Safety:  

1.) Locks used to hold the device in place will be used to assure safe use. 
2.) Any potential pinch-points will be clearly labeled. 

 
Reliability: 
 1.)  The design of the assistive feeding device will result in ease of use for many years with no 

required maintenance. 
 
Adjustability:  

1.) The assistive feeding device will have an adjustable platform height to allow for use on 
many different table heights. 

2.) The head of the arm will also be adjustable in order to accommodate different styles of 
eating utensils, using arm guides to position the utensil from slipping left or right and a 
magnet to hold the arm of the utensil.  

 
Lightweight:  

1.)  The initial design of the assistive feeding device is to weigh no more than 5 pounds.  Note 
that the prototype is being made out of 14 gauge steel which will increase the weight of the 
overall device.  Future models may be made out of a combination of materials including stainless 
steel, aluminum, or plastic. 

 
Ease of Use:  

 1.) The assistive feeding device will de designed with simplicity in mind.  This will include easy 
understanding instructions to aid in setting the device up for use and for taking down after use. 

 
Overall Design Size:   

1.) The overall design size of the assistive feeding device will be approximately 10”W x 12”L x 
3.5”H when folded up and approximately 20”W x 12”L x 11.5”-15.5”H (adjustable) total 
working height unfolded. 

 
Cost:   

1.) The assistive feeding device will cost approximately $100 to purchase, (value obtained from 
completed surveys). 

 
 
Jason P. Lawless, MET Student 
 
Dr. Janet Dong, Advisor 
 
Accepted on 1-25-07 by Dong 
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APPENDIX G – PROPOSED COMPONENT DESIGNS 
 
Arm Support Design 

 
 
Block Guide Design 
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Brace Bracket Design 

 
 
 
Leg Brace Design 
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Support Pin Design 

 
 
 
Upper Leg Design 
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Lower Leg Design 

 
 
Left Side Platform Design 
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Right Side Platform Design 
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APPENDIX H – DIMENSIONAL DRAWINGS, FINAL COMPONENTS 
 
Left Side Platform 

 
 



 

Appendix H2 
 

Right Side Platform 
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Leg Bracket 
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Upper Leg 
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Lower Leg 
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Utensil Head Block 
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Utensil Head Bearing 
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Utensil Block Guide 
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Utensil Block Support Arm 
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Side Brace Bracket 
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Leg Assembly 
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APPENDIX I – FINAL ASSEMBLY PICTURES 
 
Final Assembly - Operational 

 
 
Final Assembly – Folded 
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